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Cutting Stripping
Blade hole diameter

Cutting Stripping

Reliable “Japanese quality”Reliable “Japanese quality”

New models New models 
types
in totaladded to product lineupadded to product lineup

Diagonal nippers

Heavy-duty nippers

Micro nippers

Plastic nippers

   

 

Round blade

Without hole
Without hole

Without hole
Without hole
Without hole

Round blade

Dimensions

Dimensions

Model No. Length(L) Blade
length(e)

Cutting performance
Copper wireSoft steel wire Stranded wire

(Product)
  weight 

code

Round blade

Cutting

Piano wire cannot be cut

Piano wire cannot be cut

Piano wire cannot be cut

Dimensions

Model No. Length(L) Blade
length(e)

Cutting performance (Product)
  weight 

codeBlade shape

Round blade

Flat blade
Flat blade

Round blade

Piano wire cannot be cut

Round blade Flat blade

（Round blade）

Plastic

Cutting Cutting
（Flat blade）

・Thanks to the sharp cutting edge, 
　the blades are suitable for gate, 
　gut and tie-band cutting work.
・Spring-loaded grip helps reduce labor 
　in continuous work.
・Matted grip is easy to grasp 
　and prevents slipping.

・Useful for precision work, arts and craft, etc.
　The spring-loaded grip makes continuous 
　work easy.

・Matted grip is easy to grasp 
　and prevents slipping.

・Two types of blades (with or without hole) 
　can be selected depending on usage.

・With the blades with holes, you can easily 
　strip sheath without damage to core wires.

・Matted grip is easy to grasp 
　and prevents slipping.

・Two types of blades (with or without hole) 
　can be selected depending on usage.
・Because of the high hardness, 
　cutting performance 
　and durability of the blades,
　the nippers are applicable to 
　electrical work and various other fields.
・Matted grip is easy to grasp and prevents slipping.

Dimensions

IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

● Specifications may be changed for improvement of the product without prior notices. 　　● Please ask our distributor in case of purchases. 
● Since dimensions, weights, etc. are nominal, there possibly are changes of some numerical values.     ● These contents are current as of February 2020. 

Please read the attached instructions carefully before use, and use them correctly after being fully understood.

https://www.lobtex.co.jp/tabid/130/Default.aspx



・Long-nose pliers with vertically angled tip 
　(horizontally angled tip) useful for work in tight places
・ROPROSS’ bending direction and angle (30 ) make work easy even
　 in tight places where conventional pliers cannot be laterally opened.
・The blade provides 
　outstanding cutting performance.
・Matted grip is easy to 
　grasp and prevents slipping.

・Made of rust-resistant stainless steel.
・Spring-loaded grip helps
　reduce labor in continuous work.
・Equipped with jaws that can pinch 
　and turn a thin pipe, screw or nut.
・The blade provides 
　outstanding cutting performance.
・Matted grip is easy to 
　grasp and prevents slipping.

・Suitable for electrical work, construction work, 
　civil engineering work, and assembly and repair of machine parts.
・The blade provides outstanding cutting performance.
・The J200PC features simplified crimping. (1.25 ‒ 2 mm )

Dimensions

Ecco
entric

The narrow 
grip reduces 
user fatigue.

Ecco
entric

CuttingBending Simplified 
crimping SplittingGripping

Cutting

Power series appearedPower series appeared
An eccentric lever 
mechanism enables 
cutting of thick wires, 
despite the compact 
body.

Eccentric type Conventional model

A redesigned shaft has made the pliers lighter and smaller, 
and lessened the physical power needed to use the tool.

Eccentric type 

Conventional model

Narrow elastomer grip is easy 
to grasp, enabling you to 
apply force efficiently.

Can also cut 
piano wire and 
hard steel wire.

Power pliers
J200PWP/J225PWP

Power nippers
J165PWN/J185PWN 

The thin flat blade with sharp 
cutting edge ensures beautifully 
cut surfaces.
Power nippers (Thin blades)  J200PWNU/J225PWNU

Conventional 
 model

Power nippers
 (Thin blades)

Power pliers

Power nippers

Power nippers (Thin blades)

General-purpose long-nose pliers

Long-nose pliers with vertically angled tip Long-nose pliers with horizontally angled tip

Stainless steel long-nose pliersDimensions

Dimensions
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Model No. Length(L) Blade
length(e)

Cutting performance (Product)
  weight 

codeHead 
thickness
(T) Steel wire Copper wire VVF wire Piano wire

cores

cores

Model No.

Length(L) Blade hole 
diameter(L)

Tip diameter

Length(L) Tip diameter

Blade
length(e)

Cutting performance (Product)
  weight 

code
Steel wire Copper wire VVF wire Piano wire

cores

cores

Dimensions

Ecco
entric

Ecco
entric

・An eccentric lever mechanism enables cutting of thick wires, despite the compact body.
・The thin flat blade with sharp cutting edge ensures beautifully cut surfaces.
・Narrow elastomer grip is easy to grasp, enabling you to apply force efficiently.

Cutting
Round blade

・An eccentric lever mechanism enables cutting of thick wires, despite the compact body.
・Can also cut piano wire and hard steel wire.　 　・Lightweight compact body
・Narrow elastomer grip is easy to grasp, enabling you to apply force efficiently.

・An eccentric lever mechanism enables cutting of thick wires, de spite the compact body.
・Can also cut piano wire and hard steel wire.　 　・Lightweight compact body
・Multi-functional pliers featuring simplified crimping and screwdriving (1.25 ‒ 2 mm )

Round blade

Model No. Blade
length(e) Soft steel wire Copper wire VVF wire

Cutting performance

cores

cores

(Product)
  weight 

code

・Super multi-functional long-nose pliers, offering seven functions in a single tool
・Useful for electrical wiring work (splitting, simplified crimping, stripping, etc.)
・Spring-loaded grip helps 
　reduce labor in continuous work.

・The blade provides 
　outstanding cuttingperformance.

・Matted grip 
　is easy to grasp and prevents slipping.

Crimping

Gripping Bending

Screw
driving

Splitting

Stripping Cutting

Model No. Blade
length(e) Steel wire Copper wire

Cutting performance (Product)
  weight 

code
Stranded wire

・Long-nose pliers with vertically angled tip
　(horizontally angled tip) useful for work in tight places
・Because the tip is vertically angled 45° the pliers
　can easily grasp a target object even in places 
　with limited height clearance.
・Work with recessed parts is possible since the angled tip 
　can be seen more easily than conventional long-nose pliers.
・The blade provides outstanding cutting performance.
・Matted grip is easy to grasp and prevents slipping.

Makes work 
in tight places easy

Gripping

Cutting

Model No.

Length(L)

Length(L)

Blade
length(e)

Cutting performance
Steel wire Copper wire Stranded wire

Piano wire cannot be cut

Piano wire cannot be cut

Dimensions
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Piano wire cannot be cut

Dimensions

Gripping Cutting

Model No. Length(L) Tip diameter Blade
length(e) Steel wire Copper wire Stranded wire

Cutting performance (Product)
  weight 

code

Piano wire cannot be cut

Dimensions

GrippingGripping

CuttingBending

Length(L)Model No. Tip diameter Blade
length(e)

Cutting performance
Steel wire Copper wire Stranded wire

code(Product)
  weight 

Piano wire cannot be cut

Dimensions

Spring

Gripping

CuttingBending

Model No. Length(L) Tip diameter Blade
length(e) Steel wire Copper wire Stranded wire

Cutting performance (Product)
  weight 

code

Piano wire cannot be cut J100R and J115 are for cutting soft steel wire only.

Dimensions

２

Gripping Bending Cutting Simplified
crimping

Model No. Length(L) Blade
length(e)

Long-nose pliers
・Suitable for assembly, repair and 
　disassembly work for arts and crafts, 
　precision equipment, etc.
・The tips demonstrate their durability particularly 
　in grasping and bending work. 
　The blades provide excellent cutting performance.
・Matted grip is easy to grasp and prevents slipping.

Pliers (Resin grip)

Steel wire Copper wire
Cutting performance

VVF wire

cores

cores

cores

cores

(Product)
  weight 

codeHead
thickness(T)

Piano wire cannot be cut

.


